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QUADRATIC TRANSPORTATIONS 

I CR3MOHA TRAIISFBRMATIŒJS 

T3To consider the general problem of finding birational transformations 

between two spaces, with homogeneous coordinates (x,y,...) and (x',y* 

That is we want to find a transformation so that the relation 

1) x':y*:... 3 X:Y*... 

where X,Y,... are rational,integral,h<$geneous functions, of the degree n, 

in (x,y,.,,)f implies the relation 

2) x:y*... - X'sY':... 

where X’,Y*,... are rational, integral, homogeneous functions , of the degree 

n*, in (x*,y* 

That is,to each point (x,y,..«) there is to correspond one and only 

one point (x*,y*,...) and conversely. 

As an introductory example, we consider the transformation of the 

coordinates on a line. We are to have 

3j xsy s X* sY* 

and 

4) x*iy8 - X:Y 

with X,Y,X*,Y* all rational. 

The equation x'*y* s XsY must give a single variable value for the 

ratio x/y. But if X and Y are of the order n, there are n values of x/y 

for each value of xî/y*. Since but one of these is to be variable, we 

must have n - 1 values independent of x* and y*, this can only be the 

case if X and Y have a common factor of order n-1 . On dividing out this 

common factor, we have 

5) x*:y’ . X:Y 
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where X and Y are linear functions of (x,y). And hence 

6) x:y h X**Y' 

where X'and Y' and linear functions of (x' ,y*). 

We can write this as 

7) (ax + by)x' + (cx*dy)y' ■ 0 

By the linear transformation 

ax + by * -Yi 

cx + dy 3 xi 

this becomes 

8) xy* -yx' = 0 

or 

8') x*sy' = —: — 
' x y 

Notice that in this form, the transformation is its own inverse. 

We turn now to the more interesting and involved case of transformations 

in the plane. Here 

1) x* *y* *z* - X:YsZ 

and 

2) x*ysz - X* *Y':Z* 

with X,Y,Z rational, integral,homogeneous functions of degreeaa in (x,y,z) 

and X'jY’Z* rational, integral, homogeneous functions of degree n* in 

(xf,y',z'). 

We see that to a pair of values x'/z* and y*/z* , the equations 

3) x':z* - X:Z 

and 

4) y* sz* - YsZ 

give n^ values for the pair x/z and y/z. So that if there is to be but 
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on® variable point, we must have n2 - 1 fixed points ( that is points 

whose position is independent of x',y',z*.). For the curves 3) and 4) 

to pass through these points for all values of x* ,y' ,z' we have the 

necessary and sufficient condition that these be the intersections of 

5) X = 0 , Y a 0 , Z s 0 

2 
\7e must guard against the curves having all n points of intersection 

in common, for then we would have n2 fixed points and no variable points 

and the transformation would fail. If f - 0 and - 0 are two curves 

JL "L. 

of the n1* degree , passing through any -Jn(n + 3) - 1 given points, we 

have for the general curve of the n^h degree passing through these points, 

6) /+k y m 0. 
The value of k is determined by assigning another point for the curve to 

go through, ( A curve of degree n can be made to pass through ^n(n+3) 

assigned points.) But if this other point is one of the intersections of 

ÿ s 0 and ]f a 0 , the value of k is indeterminate, that is every curve of 

degree n,that passes through -^-n(nt3) -1 points of intersection of two 

curves of the n^*1 degree, passes through each of the n2 intersections 

of these curves. For n>2, n^ -1 -|-n(n+3) -1, so that, in general, if 

the curves 5) have n^ -1 points of intersection in common, the other 

point of intersection of two of them is on the third. For n = 1, we have 

n2 -1 s 0, that is no fixed points, and we have the linear transformation. 

For the case n a 2, we have n^ -1 ■ 3 and -|-n(n + 3) -1 » 4, so that it is 

possible to have three fixed points and one variable as required. This is 

the quadratic transformation. 

For many years it was supposed that these two were the only cases of 

birational transformations. Cremona in 1863, discovered the existence of 
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The restriction that a particular point be on a curve places one 

condition on the curve. Thu3 for the point (0,0,1) to be on the curve 

az3* bz2x + cz2y + dzxy+ ezx2 +fzy2*gxy2+hx2y + jx3 +ky3 « 0 , 

we need only have a » 0. For (0,0,1) to be a double point we have to 

have a ■ 0 , b a c 3 0, that is three conditions. For (0,0,1) to be 

a triple point we must have aa0, bacs0, d ■ e = f ■ 0, that is 

six conditions. In general for the point (x,y,z) to be a point of order 

k, we must have 1 + 2 + 3+ ...+ k ■ -§k(k + l) conditions satisfied. 

Thus if we make some point on the three curves a common multiple 

point of the order^, we have counted k2 fixed points with only ^k(k+l) 

conditions on the curves. This enables us to reduce the number of 

A 

conditions we have to inpose from xr -1 to the permissible ^n(n + 3) -2« 

If we have simple points, p2 double points,,,.,pn_i (n-l)-ple points 

common to the three curves 5), we must have 

a) Pl^-4rp2+9p3+... ■»-(n-l)2PiUl s n
2 -1. 

2 
since each of the pfc k-ple points counts for k common points. 

It can be shown that a curve of the n^*1 degree can have at most 

-^•(n-l)(n-2) double points. In counting these double points, a multiple 

point of order k counts as -^k(k-l). A curve,such that its coordinates 

can be expresed in terms of rational functions of a single parameter, 

is called unicursal and has its maximum number of double points, Ganguli 

page 42. 

Consider any line ax'vby'+cz* - 0, to this corresponds the curve 

aX + bY +-cZ s 0 and the coordinates (x,y,z) of a point on this curve are 

proportional to X*,Y*,Z'. Putting z* * -l/c(ax' + by'), we have X',Y*,Z 
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rational, homogeneous functions of (x*,y') , that is , rational functions 

of the sinise parameter x’/y*. We have then the curves 5) all unicursal, 

which gives the condition 

t>) P2 -*3p3 +i(n-l)(n-2)pn-l = -^(n-l)(n-2). 

From a) and h) we get 

c) Pl + 3p2+6p3 + ... -»■ in(n-l)pn-1 =in(n+3)-2. 

The left hand member of c) is the number of conditions placed on the curves 

and this we see is the permissible -!n(n+3) -2. Subtracting twice b) from 

a) gives 

d) PI + 2p23p3 + ... + (n-l)pn_i - 3(n-l) 

a condition we shall use later on. 

The problem of finding permissible values of the p^'s has been considered 

by many writers and tables of the values have been calculated for many 

values of n. 

By the proper choice of the multiplicity of the fixed points, we have 

the curves 

x* sy*JZ' s XJYïZ 

intersecting in a single variable point. If we take (xf ,y*z*) to be the 

coordinates of this point, the ratios x:ytz will be determined rationally, 

that is, as a consequence of the first set of equations we have a second 

set 

xjy:z = X'zY'tZ* 

where X',Y*,Z* are rational, integral, homogeneous functions of the degree 

n* in (x*,y‘,z*). 

We can easily show that n 3 n
f. 

r*yzs° 
Consider the curve 
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and the line 

ax +by + cz * 0. 

To these correspond the line 

1 ° 

and the curve 

aX' + bY' + cZ' s 0 

The curves are of the degree n and n', respectively, therefore the lines 

cut them in n and n’ points,respectively. But the two systems of points 

correspond point to point, that is n - n*. 

We state once more the fundamental properties of Cremona transformations, 

A Cremona transformation is a birational transformation, that is the 

correspondence in (1,1) and given by rational expressions. A Cremona 

transformation transforms a line into a curve of degree n - the degree 

of the transformation- and every curve so obtained goes through n^ -1 

fixed points. Since the Cremona transformations are the most general 

birational transformations, the product of two Cremona transformations 

is itself a Cremona transformation. 

II. QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

For the case n s 2, we have pi ■ 3 and pg ■ 0, that is we have 

no double points. The curves are conics through three fixed points. By 

a linear transformation we can make the fixed points be (1,0jO) ,(0,1,0), 

(0,0,1). The most general conic through these points is 

ax'y*+ bx*z' •+ cy'z' » 0 * 

Hence the most general quadratic transformation with these fixed points 

is 

xsytz = aix’y'+ bix'z*+cjy'z' ; a2x'y'.-* bgx'z* ■+ c«y'z' * 
a3x'y*+ b3x'z‘ +~c3y’z’ . 
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This transformation ,A, sends the line 

2) <*X +/3} + VZ 

into the conic 

s) + ^*> *V * ld )<j’i'=o 

The linear transformation ,B, 

B) x = cjxi + biyi^aizi 

y = C2XH-B2yi-+a2Z! 

z = csxi + hsyi+a^Z! 

sends the line 2) into the line 

4) (<c,-* 4 (tf^.4 

The quadratic transformation, C, 

C) xityxtzi m y'z'tx’z'ty'x' ^ — \ -~r : ~^r 

sends the line 4) into the conic 3). Thus the transformation A is equivalent 

to the linear transformation B followed by the quadratic transformation C. 

We have then this theorem: 

Any quadratic transformation with any fixed points (distinct) is 

equivalent to 

1) a linear transformation followed by 

2) the quadratic transformation x*:y*:z' = l/x:l/y:l/z , followed by 

3) a linear transformation. 

\7e will consider the effect of cc^icidence of the fixed points later. 

Ill QUADRIC INVERSION 

Vfe now consider a quadratic transformation given by a geometric 

construction called by its inventor, Hirst, quadric inversion. 

A fixed conic ,C, and a fixed point ,iO, are chosen. To get the transform 

P of a point F*, we find the intersection of the polar,p', with respect to 

C, and the line OP'. 
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17e taka the conic to he 

1) z2 - xy s 0 

and 0 to be the point(0,0,l). Let F* be the point (x* ,y',z'). The polar,p', 

of F’ is 

2) 2zz*-xy,-x*y = 0. 

The equation of the line Op' is 

3) xy* - x*y ■ 0 . 

The intersection of 2) and 3) is the point (x,y,z) with coordinates 

4) xty*z a x* jy’ix'y'/z' s 1/y':l/x'îl/z'. 

This differs from the transformation 

5) xsy:z a 1/x"îl/y*îl/z* 

only by the linear transformation 

x'sy'sz’ a y"tx":zw. 

, if P is on OA F' is at A 

if P is on OB P* is at B 

if P is on C P’ is at P 

if c is a line through 0 c* is the same line 
i 

if c is the line ay*bz m 0, through B, we see that c' is the line 
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ay’z’ + by’x' = y^az' + bx* ) = 0. 

That is the side CB and the line through A and the intersection of c and C. 

Consider a curve c of degree n with a k-ple point at 0, a p-ple point 

at A and a q-ple point at B. We see that c meets DA in n-k-p points besides 

0 and A, meets CB in n-k-q points besides 0 and B and meets AB in n-p-q 

points besides A and B. Then c' has a (n-k-p)-ple point at A, a (n-k-q)-ple 

point at B and a (n-p-q)-ple point at 0. Besides this c* meetB AB in k 

points (the intersections with AB of the k tangents to t through 0).c' meets 

OA in p points besides 0 and A, and meets OB in q points besides 0 and B, 

Thus c* meets AB in a total of 

n-k-p ■+ n-k-q + k - 2n-k-p-q . 

And c' meets CA and OB in totals of 

n-p-q +n-k-p 4p - 2n-k-p-q 

n-p-q +■ n-k-q 4 q = 2n-k-p-q . 

That is c‘ is of the degree 2n-k-p-q, 

We have ther^he general result that a quadratic transformation sends 

a curve of degree n with multiple points of the order k,p,q et the fixed 

points into a curve of degree 2n-k-p-q with multiple points of order n-p-q, 

et 
n-k-p and n-k-q at the fixed points. A rej/ltion of the transformation 

sends the transformed curve into one of degree 4n-2k-2p-2q -n + p+q -n-ik+p 

-n*k 4q * n with multiple points of order k,p,q at the fixed points. 

IV DEGENERATE CASES 

We omitted above any consideration of the cases where two or three 

of the fixed points of the transformation coincide. By the same line of 

reasoning previously employed we can see that any quadratic transformation 

with two ( or three ) coincident fixed points is equivalent to a linear 
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transformation followed by a standard quadratic transformation,with two ( or 

tferee ) coincident fixed points, that we can choose inyany way we please, 

and finally another linear transformation. 

In this section we will consider a simple transformation with two 

coincident fixed points that may be considered as two fixed points infinitely 

close together on a fixed line. Then we will consider a similar transformation 

with all three fixed points coincident. 

We take as our fixed points (0,0,1),(1,0,0), (1,S,0), When S becomes 

zero the last two points coincide. We take as our base conic 

1) —a2 4- y2 -Sxy a 0 . 

This goes through (1,0,0) and (1,S,0). If the point P* is (x' ,y' ,z') , 

the polar p* of p* is 

2) - 2z'z +2y'y -Gx’y -Sy’x = 0 

The line 0p' is 

3) x'y -y'x - 0. 

The point of intersection of p' and OP' is (x,y,z) where 

4) xsy:z m x’z* * y*z* r-Sx’y* + y*2 

And as the two points come together and 5 becomes zero we have for our 

standard quadratic transformation with two coincident fixed points 

5) xty:z - x'z,}y*z,j +y*2. 

We may of course use any linear transformation of this as standard if we 

choose. 

For the case of three coincident points we take (1,0,0) ,(1,S,0),(1,0,T) 

as the fixed points. As S and T approach zero these approach each other 

along the sides of the reference triangle. We take as the base conic 

6) ky2 -2xz -Skxy = 0 
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This goes through (1,0,0) and (1,S,0). The polar of P'(x',y*,z') is 

7) 2ky*y -2x'z -2zfx -Sky'x -Sx'y ■ 0 

The line through (1,0,T) and (x' ,y',z') is 

8) Ty'x+z'y -Tx’y -y'z s 0. 

The interaction P(x,y,z) of these is given by 

9) x:y*z s 2x'z'-2Tx'2 -2ky'2-v Skx'y* : -2y'z' -Sky*2 -2Tx'y' 

t -2z'
2 + 2Tx'z* -Sky'z' + STkx'y’ -2kTy,2+STkx’y'. 

When the three points coincide we have 

10) x:y*z - ky'2 -x’z' j y’z* t z'2 

as our standard fora of a quadratic transformation with all three fixed 

points coincident. 

It is interesting to notice that in the non-degenerate case with 

distinct fixed points, the base conic is non-degenerate and the center 

of the inversion,0, is not on it. In the case of two coincident fixed 

points , the conic is degenerate and the center is not on it. In our 

case the conic is the pair of lines 

11) y2 - z2a 0. 

The center ( 0,0,1) is not on it. For the third case with three coincident 

fixed points the conic is 

12) ky2 -2xz s 0 

and is not degenerate , but the center (1,0,0) is on it. 

Geometrically there are two other cases,!) the conic is degenerate and 

0 is on one of the branches and ii) the conic is degenerate and 0 is on 

both branches. In i) we may take the conic yz a 0. The polar p* of P' is 

z’y -y'z a 0. 

This meets the line OP , y'x - x'y * 0 in the point (x,y,z) given by 
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xsy:z n x':y* tz' . 

That is the identical transformation, so that in the general case our 

transformation is equivalent to two linear transformations, that is to 

a single linear transformation. 

In the remainding case, we may take the conic 

xy s 0 . 

The polar p' of P' is 

y*x -x'y - 0. 

That is the polar coincides with the line OP* so that the. transformation 

is indeterminate. 

Any quadratic transformation is thus equivalent to one of the three 

type considered and two linear transformations. 

V SUCCESIVE QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

A single quadratic transformation sends a general line into a 

conic. A second quadratic transformation which has as r of its fixed 

points r of the three fixed points of the transformation before, will 

send each of these conics into a curve of order 4-r,as we see from the results 

of section three. Thus two succesive transformations may send lines into 

curves of degree 1,2,3 or 4 , and since two succesive quadratic transform¬ 

ations obviously form a birational transformation, these transformations 

must be Cremona transformations of the orders 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. 

A third quadratic transformation, by the proper choice of fixed points 

would give’us a Cremona transformation of any desired order up to 8. 

Thus by a sequence of quadratic transformations with properly chosen 

fixed points, we can build up a Cremona transformation of any desired 

order 



Th© question now arises " Can any desired Cremona Transformation be 

built up by succesive quadratic transformations?" The answer is in the 

affirmative. We shall demonstrate this in the case of distinct fixed points. 

We see that the result of a Cremona transformation followed by a 

quadratic transformation is a Cremona transformation. The method of proof 

of the theorem above is to show that it is always possible to choose a 

quadratic transformation such that the resulting Cremona transformation is 

of lower degree than the original. If this is possible we can , by repeated 

quadratic transformations reduce any desired Cremona transformation to a 

linear one and then we see that the original Cremona transformation is 

equivalent to the product of the inverses of the transformations used in 

this decomposition. 

We recall that a Cremona transformation of degree n transformed a 

general line into a curve of degree n passing through certain fixed points 

and having at these fixed points certain multiplicities. We found in 

section one that if there were pj^ points of multiplicity k, we must have 

the relations 

1) pi+4p2 + 9p3+ ... +(n-l)2pn-1 - n
2 -1 

2) Pi + 2P2 3p3 + ... +(n-l)pn_1 = 3(n-l) 

■muot be satisfied. If there are s fixed points with multiplicities 

ri >ï"2,... ,r8 

we can rewrite these relations as 

3) rl2-*-r22+ +rs2 » n2 -1 

4) rl r2 * • ••+rs = 3(n-!). 

If we have these arranged in order of magnitude, that is, 
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we can show that 

rl+ r2 + r3 > n . 

Since is the greatest of the r's it is not less than 
•2 -L y 2 J. ■ y.2 

p - rî + + **» *ra _ n2-l 
rl + r2 + •••+ rs 3(n~l) 

n+1 

We can write r 

Similarly, since r2 is the greatèst of the remainding r's, it is not 

less than 

■ = 
r2+ Th — 4rs 

' ’ r2 + r3 + **’+rs 

We can write £>0. 

Similarly, r3 is not less than 

s p ~ & 
t ^»«« 4 r, 

„2 , 2 , r3 + r4+ + rf 

r3 + V"*4ra 

r2 
r3 r4+ + r. 

If r^>n-l, we have our result, rj+rg-l-r3 > n , immediately. 

If rj < n-1, r2<n-l and r.>+r3+...+rs> 2(n-l) and r3+r4+... + rs>n-1. 

So that 
A î. V" U >, if 

f| "* f*. *\j (9 * ï. ï^9 * »♦! 

This establishes the desired inequality r^ -v r*> + r3> n. 

If we take the three fixed points of our quadratic transformation to 

he at the points with raultiplicitj.es ri,r2 and r3, respectively, the curves 

of degree n , into which lines were transformed by the original Cremona 

transformation, are transformed into curves of degree 

2n _ri-r2-r3 < n . 

So that the result of the Cremona transformation of order n followed by this 

quadratic transformation is a Cremona transformation of lower order. 
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VI GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTIONS OF QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

There are a number of interesting constructions for obtaining 

quadratic transformations. That of quadric inversion , due to Hirst, 

was mentioned above. To show that a construction gives a quadratic 

transformation it is necessary to show that it sends a general line 

into a conic through three fixed points. 

The earliest construction is due to Steiner. It is employed in 

the line-conic camera of Ford and Locher. It is a transformation from 
f » 

the plane £ to the plane 2T . We may suppose that L andL intersect 

point 0. 

Consider a point P in Ty . A plane through P and a will cut E in 

the line PAN and Lin the line F’A'N. Similarly a plane through P and 

b cut £ in the line PBM and£ in the line P’B’M , the lines P'A'N end 

P’B'M meeting in the point P'.. - We wish to show that the correspondence 

between P and P' is a quadratic transformation. We see first that any 

point on the line AB goes to 0. We now consider the following set of 

perspectivities. If p lies on the straight line p, the pencils H3P and 
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and NAP ara perspective. Similarly the pencils PBM and P’B’M are 

perspective # as are PAN and P*A'N, Thus vre hfeve a projactivity between 

the pencils P'B'M and P'A'N. The locus of P*, the point of intersection 

of corresponding lines in the pencil is therefore a conic through A' and 

B', the centers of the pencils. Since every line inXmeets AB in one 

point, we see that each of the conics goes through 0 as well as A* and B*, 

Ocagne gives the following construction. Take two fixed points,A 

and B, To find the transform , p*, of a point P, we draw the lines TA 

and PB and erect at A and B perpendiculars to these lines , the point 

of intersection of these perpendiculars is P', 

method of showing this projactivity is the following. 

Let A be the center of the pencils. Let AQ and AQ’ be corresponding 

elements , Mark a segment AQ of convenient length on AQ and draw à line, 

1, perpendicular to AQ through Q, On AQ* draw an equal segment end the 

perpendicular 1*, 1 
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Let AP be any other element intersecting 1 at P and let AP* be the corres¬ 

ponding element, intersecting 1* at P*, Call the intersection of 1 and 1*, 

M, on 1' take Q'M' equal to Q'M. Draw line L" through M* parallel to 1, 

Draw the lines QQ* and PQ* meeting 1" at QM and PM. Through F" and P' 

draw the line P'P" , it is parallel to QQ*Q". We have the following 

perspectivities. The pencils AP and Q*P j the pencils PQ' and P"P' ( center 

at the point at infinity of •QQ'Q"^ the pencils P'*P* and AP*. This establishes 

the required projectivity. 

We have in Ocagne's construction, if P lies on the straight line,p, 

the pencils AP and BP are perspective. The pencils AP and AP* are projective 

as are BP and BP', Hence AP* and BP* are projective and the locus of P* is 

a conic through A and B, In addition we see that to any point on the line 

AB there corresponds the point at infinity on the lines perpendicular to 

AB. Thus the transform of a general line is a conic through three fixed 
* 

points and we have a- quadratic transformation, 

Dickson gives the following construction. Let ACGDBF be a hexagon 

♦ 

inscribed in a conic. Let the opposite sides AG and D3 be fixed. The 

point of intersection of these sides is fixed, say the point 0, The 

other two pairs of opposite sides intersect in points P (AF,DG) and 

P* (BF.CG),. 

P 
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We wish to show that the correspondence between P and P* is a quadratic 

transformation. Inspection shows that all points on the line AD go to 

the point 0. If P is on a straight lin^, the pencils Ap and DP are 

perspective. The pencils AFP and BF are projective since F lies on a 

conic, similarly thé pencils DGP and CG are projective. This establishes 

a projactivity between the pencils CGF' and BFP' so that the locus of P* 

is a conic through B and C and/as mentioned at first, through 0. We thus 

have a quadratic transformation. 

Each of the constructions so far given give quadratic transformations 

that are their own inverses. A construction which is not its own inverse 

is the following. Choose a fixed line,-1, and three fixed points,A,B,F, 

noncollinear and not on 1. The line BF meets 1 at the point 0. To find 

the transformP' of the pointP, draw the line FP , meeting 1 at M. Then 

P' is the intersection of AM and BP. 

We see that any point om BF goes to 0. If F is on the line p, we have 

the following perspectivities. The pencils FP and BP; FPLI and AJÎ; and 

so the projectivity of AP'H and BP’P, The locus of the intersection F' 

of corresponding points is thus a conic through A and B as well as 0. 

We see that this transformation is not its own inverse. 
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VII APPLICATIONS 

Inversion in a circle is a particular case of a quadratic 

transformation. It is quadric inversion with the fixed conic a circle 

and the pole, the center of the circle. He need not give examples here 

of the applications of inversion in a circle. 

In 1832, Magnus used quadratic transformations to get new theorems 

from old ones. Thus Steiner's theorem that the opposite sides of a 

aja.^ and agai meet at N and LMN lie on a straight line. 

If we perform a quadratic transformation with fixed points A1À2A3 

on the conic, hut distinct from a^...ag , the conic goes into a straight 
1 

line and the sides of the hexagon as well as the line IMN go into conics 

through A1A2A3. 

Steiner's theorem thus becomes: 

If ai...ag are points on a straight line and AjA^Ag are three 
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fixed point not on the line, the conict through these fixed points and 

ala2 fleets the conic through these fixed points and 046.5 in a pointl 1. 

Similarly the conics through these points and ao&3 a5a6 mee‘t st 1Î# 

those through aja^ and aga^ meet at K. The points I1IN lie on a conic 

through the points ApAjjAg. 

In this fashion many of the theorems in projective geometry dealing 

with lines can he applied to conics through three fixed points. 

A far more important application*^.s to the study of thenhigher s 

singularities of a plane curve. 

VIII SINGULARITIES OF A PUNS CURVE 

Singularities of a plane curve form three classes, point singularities, 

line singularities and combinations of these. The simplest point singularity 

is the double point and the simplest line singularity is the bitangent. 

Consider the curve given by the equation 

1) 0 a c0x2 ■¥ 2cixy+C2y2+d0x3-»-3dix2y+3d2xy2 + d3y3-v ... + gnyn 

The line 

2) y a mx 

cuts this curve where 

3) 0 a X
2
(CQ+2cpm-vcgm2) -*-x3(d0-V 3d]m + 3doia2**- d3m3) >»-... + xn(g(j*4^ngim-v 

...**• Sn®n) . 
For any value of m, two roots of this equation are zero. That is every 

line through the origin cuts the curve in at least two points that coincide 

with the origin. Yre call the origin a double point. 

The tangents to the curve at the origin are defined as the lines 

meeting the curve in three coincident points at the origin. The line 2) 
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4X 

is a tangent ,if 

4) c0 4-2cira + Cgin^ a 0. 

Eliminating m between 2) and 4) we have for the equation of the tangents 

5) C0x2+ 2cpcy +C2y2 = 0. 

Three cases may arise, a) th9 tangents 5) may be real and distinct. 

The origin is then called a crunode or simply a node, b) the tangents5) 

may be real an4 coincident. 

The origin is then called a cusp.c) the tangents 5) may be imaginary. 

The origin is then called an acnode or conjugate point. It is an isolc&ed 

point of the curve. 

The next point ire singularity is a multiple point of order higher 

than two. By a multiple point of order m is meant a point such that any 

line through that point meets the curve in m coincident points there. The 



be real or imaginary and any number of tangents at a multiple point may 

them may coincide. 

Corresponding to pointa on the curve through which two tangenta may 

be drawn are tangents to the curve that touch the curve in two points. 

These are called bitengents. Like the tangents at a double point, the 

points of contact of a bitangent may be a) real and distinct. 

The tangent in this case will be spoken of as simply a bitangent, b) the 

joints of contact may be real and coincident. 

The tangent is then called an inflexion tangent, c) the points of contact 

may be imaginary. 

As in the case of multiple points, we may have tangents with more than two 

points of contact and with any combination of real and imaginary, distinct 

and coincident points. 

As a simple example of a singularity of the third case- both point and 
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line singularities-, we may consider flecnodes. A flecnode is a node with 

one of the nodal tangents an inflexion tangent. 

Both of the nodal tangents may he inflexion tangents. 

The node is then called a biflecnode. 

There are six quantities connected with an algebraic curve that 

tell much about the behaviour of the curve. The degree,n, of a curve is 

the number of times, real or imaginary, that a line cuts the curve. The 

class,m, of a curve is the number of tangents, real or imaginary, that 

may be drawn to the curve from a.point. ( is the number of nodes (with 

distinct tangents).K is the number of cusps.T is the number of bitangents 

(with distinct points of contact).t is the number of inflexion tangents. 

These six quantities are called Plucker's numbers. They are not independent. 

The relations connecting them are linear combinations of these three 

i) m a n(n-l) -2& -3# 

ii) n a m(m-l) -2T -3 t< 

iii) ‘ ],-n(n + 3)- fc -2 K - -|ffl(m \ 3)- f -2 l 

In these relations only the simplest singularities have been considered, 

in the next sections the more complicated singularities will be discussed. 
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IX HIGHER SINGULARITIES OF FLANE CURVES 

Noether suggested that the higher singularities of plane curves 

might be considered as the result of a number of simple singularities 

that are infinitely close together. Thus a multiple point of order k 

may be considered as -jk(k-l) double points infinitely close together. 

 y 

Thus if in this figure the six double points abcdef move together we have 

P, a multjjile point of order four. 

This suggestion has proved very fruitful and in the next sections 

v/e shall see how quadratic transformations may be applied to effect this 

analysis, showing finally that any singularity may be reduced by a finite 

number of quadratic transformations tola set of multiple points. 

X ANALYSIS OF HIGHER SINGULARITIES BY QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

7,re shall consider the analysis of point singularities into 

nodes and cusps infinitely close together. Our general method shall be 

to make a quadratic transformation with fixed points 0A3, with the 

singularity to be analysed at 0 and with the lines 0A,OB and A3 not tangent 

to the curve. After making this transformation, the line AB i3 shifted 

slightly and the transformation is reversed. 

Consider the case of a cusp, A cusp NON gives a curve N'ZN' tangent 

to AB at Z, the intersect of AB and the nodal tangent. If AB is shifted 

slightly toward 0, the curve M’N' cuts AB in two points Zj and Z2 and the 
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inverse transformation gives a loop v/ith double point at 0* 

We may thus consider a cusp as the limit of a vanishing loop* To 

analyse a higher singularity we split it up into double points and count 

them to give the sum of the number of nodes and cusps and then count the 

loopsrtofgive the number of cusps, the difference being the number of nodes* 

If multiple points occur they are to be counted as -|*k(k-l) double points* 

Consider now a tacnode, this consists of two ordinary branches tangent 

to each other* Our transformation gives an ordinary double point on the 

line AB at the point of intersection of AB and the tacnodal tangent* 



A tacnode is thus equivalent to two nodes. The seme result is obtained by 

shifting one branch of the curve slightly. 

Consider a rhamphoid cusp. This has the appearance of a cusp with 

both branches on the same side of the tangent. Our transformation gives 

a cusp with tangent different from the tangent OZ, 

Replacing the cusp by a loop and shifting AB away from 0 and applying the 

inverse gives a loop and two double points, z < 

A r „  - .   „  p and node. 

We notice that in each of these cases the quadratic transformation 

first performed removed one of the double points. Thus the cusp , a 

single double point, became an ordinary point; the tacnode,with two nodes, 

becomes a simple double point; the rhamphoid cusp, with a cusp and a node, 

becomes a simple cusp. 

Consider this invisible singularity with a triple point at 0, Our 

transformation gives a curve with antinflexj-on-fcoint at the intersection 

of AB and the tangent at 0. 
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A 

Turning AB slightly so that it intersects the curve in three distinct points 

and applying the inverse gives a triple point and two loops at 0. 

Since a triple point counts as three double points, the singularity is 

equivalent to a node and two cusps. 

Another singularity with three coincident points is a cusp with a 

tangent branch. Inversion gives a node v/ith the line A3 as a tangent. 

Shifting A3 slightly toward 0 and applying the inverse gives a triple point 

V»e notice that in each of these cases the first quadratic transformation 
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removed the triple point. In general the multiple point of highest order 

is removed, thus if the transform of a curve with a multiple point of the 

order k has a point H* of multiplicity h on A3, we can shift AB slightly 

and have k distinct intersection of A3 and the transformed curve. Reinverting 

gives a simple multiple point of order k at 0 and a multiple point of order 

h at K. After a consideration of the algebraic nature of these transformations 

we will show that this method will finally reduce all singularities to 

multiple points. 

XI SXAIJLPLES 

\7e will now consider the application of this method to a few 

curves with given equations. The most convenient quadratic transformation 

to use has the fixed points bj&a,d 3 coincident. This leaves the third side 

of the reference triangle at our disposal End we can take it as tangent 

to the curve at the singularity 0, this simplifies the algebra involved. 

The quadratic transformation with fixed points (0,0,1),(1,0,0),(1,0,0) 

is 

1) xtytz . x'z’ sy'z* jy'2 

This is to be used with a singularity at (0,0,1) and with x ■ 0 as a tangent 

at (0,0,1), 

Consider as an example 

2) x2-*2xy2-i- y4 a px2y2-v qy4 

in homogeneous coordinates this is 

3) x2z2t- 2xy2z-+y4 a px2y2+ qy4 

Applying the transformation and dropping the accents and cancelling the 

o 9 
factor tr^we have 
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4) xW 2xy2z + y2z2 - px2z2-»■ qy2z2 

This has the tangents 

5) px2 +(q-l)y2 a. 0. 

If ^<^->>^0:1 , these are real and distinct and we have a node at the 

origin. Shifting A3 slightly and applying the inverse this gives two 

nodes near 0, so that the singularity at the origin is equivalent to two 

nodes. 

6) x:ysz a xqZqtXjyqîZj
2. 

For nonhomogeneous coordinates this is 

7) xs Jti and y - xqyq. 

This form is very convenient sincetthe line y « 0 corresponds to the line 

yj « 0 and the point (0,0) corresponds to the line x^ • 0. Thus if the 

singularity is at (0,0) and the line y •> 0 is tangent , the singularity 

is broken up into parts, one of which lies at x-^ - 0 and y^ a 0, 

As'an application of this form of the transformation, consider the 

eaxample 

8) y2 3 x
2n + 1 . ( n ■ 1,2,3,... ) 
'A / 

X 
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Our transforraation gives 

0 % 2 2 2n * 1 
9) X! yi - X! 

or yj2 - x^*"1)*1 

Repeating the transformation gives 

10) x2
2y2

2 a x?2(
n-l) + l 

or y2
2 s x2

2(n_2) + 1 

x i* 

The n^n transformation gives 

H) xn
2yn

2 = Xn3 

Shifting AB further to the right and applying the inverse onec more gives 

a loop with two double points. 
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XII NOETHER'S THEOREM 

Wo will now describe the process of separating the singularities 

that are infinitely close to a point and show that this process is a 

finite onef that is, that after a finite number of quadratic transformations, 

suitably chosen, any algebraiv plane curve will be transformed into a curve 

having only multiple points with distinct tangents and no other singularities. 

Suppose the curve f(x,y,ï) or in nonhomogeneous coordinates, f(x,y) ; 0 

has a singularity at the point (a,b). If this point is a multiple point of 

order k, the curve has the equation 

1) f(x,y) a fic(x-a,y-b)-Vfk+1(x-a,y-b)4-fk4. ?(x-a,ÿ-b)-|- ... = 0, 

where fjj(x-a,y-b) is a homogeneous,rational function of x-a and y-b of 

degree h. The k tangents to f(x,y) s 0 at a,b are 

2) fk(x-a,y-b) s 0. 

These may be distinct or any number of them may coincide. 

TW© now introduce the quadratic transformation 

3) x-| s x and y^ = 
x-a 

if x-a is not a factor of fk(x-a,y-b) or 

3») xj s and yi - y 
y-b 

if y-b is not a factor of fk(x-a,y-b). 
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We will Buppose 3) is used. What happens to the point a,b » As x,y approaches 

a,b ,y^ approaches the value of dy/dx at a,b. Thus the point a,b goes 

to points with x^ - a and yi equal to the values of dy/dx at a,b. If these 

values of dy/dx are distinct we have k simple points. If there are r^ of 

these values equal to b]_ , the point a,bi is a point of multiplicity r^ on 

the transformed curve. The singularity is thus split up into simple points 

and multiple points of orders not greater than k. In addition to the points 

corresponding to a,b , there are added multiple points at the fixed points 

of the transformation, however these multiple points have distinct tangents 

and so add no complications. The singular points of f(x,y) = 0 beside a,b 

go/ into singular points of the same sort. 

We say that the points b^jetc., that are given byso,b are due to 

singularities in the first neighborhood of a,b . We can repeat the trans¬ 

formation 3) or 3') with suitable changes and break up the singularity at 

a,b^ ,etc., into simple points and multiple points of orders less than rj 

or at most equal to rj. These singularities correspond , we say, to 

singularities in the second neighborhood of a,b. We can by repetitions of 

this process separate the singularities in neighborhoods of arbitrarily 

high order, the question still remains as to whether this process breaks 

off after a finite number of times or not. That is can,there be singularities 

iri neighborhoods of infinitely high order» By a diversion we can answer 

this question by saying the process is finite. 

Consider two curves with equations in homogeneous coordinates 

4) f = f(x,y,z) a z^o + z”1"1^ + ... + fm a 0 

5) g s g(x,y,*) = 2ng0+*n"1gi ■+ ... +gn = 0 

where f^ and gh are rational,homogeneous, integral functions of x and y. 
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We will suppose f and g have no common factors and that f0 and g0 are not 

zero at the same time. 
I 

To find the intersection of f a 0 and g - 0, we eliminate z between 

the two equations. If the resultant D has the form 

6) D • (aix + burJ^Cagx+-b2y)r,...(akx+bky)rk - 0 

we say that the point corresponding to the ratio x/y s -bg/ag has the 

multiplicity rg. It can be shown that D has the formô) and that to each 

value of x/y there corresponds one and only one point of intersection of 

the curves. The degree of D is mn, so that the sum of the multiplicities is inn. 

Suppose the curves 4) and 5) have singMarities of orders r and s 

respectively at the points corresponding to the factor agx+bgy. By a 

linear transformation, pending this point to the origin, we can write the 

equations of the curves as 

7) V , f(x’ ,y* ,z* ) a z'm-rfr+z'm-r-1f*r+14-...+fra = 0 

8) g* = g’(x' ,y* ,z*) = z'n“8g*s^z'n-8“1fs+l4....^g'n = 0 

where f£ and gft are rational,integral,homogeneous functions of x' and y' 

of the degree h. The resultant D' , obtained by eliminating z, is of the form 

.9) D' - (a'^x*+ b'qy')r 1(a,
2x'-vb'2y)r 2...(a'jx'-I-b* jy')** ^ = 0. 

The degree of D can be shown to be mn-rs, so thaththere are mn-rs points 

of intersection besides (0,0). We saw above that the intersection which 

was sent to (0,0) had the multiplicity rg. In general rg is greater than 

rs. We saij that rg -rs of the intersections of 7) and 8) lie in the 

immediate neighborhood of the origin. The rg -factors (agx+bgy) in D 

correspond to two types in D'. There are rs factors that do not appear in 

D* and rg-rs factors of D' of the form 

(mnx’ + ml2W tl(®qix'm22y*)rt9... (mplx'-»-mp2y,)rtp 
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with rtl + rt9i....+rtp = r+-rs. 

If in the honhomogeneous form of the equations f = 0, g' ■ 0, we 

make the quadratic transformation 

s xS and - y'/x' 

the forms f* and g* go over into xrF(xi,yi) and xsG(xltyi) respectively, 

with 

F(xi,yi) = f ' j(l»y] ) 4*xf-j(lfyx)-4-...4- x,m”rf *,5,(1 ,yi) 

<H*i»yi) = g’aU*yi)+x,g8+iU,yiN*..-i-x,n‘8|,n(ity1). 

If f'r(x' ,y*) = (miix, + mi2y
,)rn(m21x

, + m22y')
1"lf’... 

the point 0,0 goes over into the point Oj-mp-j/m^ with multiplicity r^p 

on the curve F(xi,yi). Similarly if 

s'sU*»y') * (mnx'•vmi'>y')s^"l(m2ix* + m22y')8^2»•• 

the point 0,0 goes over into the point 0,-mpi/mpc> with multiplicity s-jp 

on the curve G(xi,yi). If r^p is greater than zero rip and sip are both 

greater than zero and vice versa, 

• it 

WeAas the resultant of eliminating xi between F and G , D'(l,yi), 

where D* is the resultant of f ' and g*. This resultant gives all points 

of intersection with multiplicities the same as given fey by D'(x*,y'). 

In particular, if P},P2»... are the points.of multiplicity greater than 

one on both curves, to which P is sent by the transformation, we have 

for the number of intersections r^ at P, the equation 

rt = rsvxrtl*Ir+î> ... 

where r^^ is the multipicity of the intersection at Pfc. That is, the 

number of intersections of two curves,having multiplicities r and s 

respectively at the point of intersection, is rs plus the number of 

intersections at the points into which the point P is sent by a quadratic 
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transformation having P as a fixed point. Or to use the language of 

neighborhoods, the number of intersections of two curves at a point 

is equal to the product of the multiplicities ofl the two curves at 

that point plus the number of intersections of the curves in neighboring 

points. 

By repeating the application of suitable quadratic transformations 

we get the equation 

int 
rt . rs-*'jrit)

8lp-v'Lr2ps2p * .... 
«I a V»®. 

where rt^ is the multiplicity of the curveAin the neighborhood of order 

k of P. 

The polar of the curve f(x,y,z) a 0 with respect to the point (a,b,c) 

has the equation 

n df . v> df . ,» df O 

We see that if f is OJ|* degre^/n, the polar is of degree not greater than n-1. 

fM* 
And since the condition for a pultipl^e points is that s ^ a TJJ = 0, 

we see that the polar goes through all multiple point s ,ba#i»g- at a point 

of multiplicity s of f, a multiplicity not less than s-l. 

Consider now our curve t - 0 and its polar with respect to any ordinary 

point not on f. The total number of intersections of these curves is not 

greater than n(n-l), but the total number of intersections is 

Y rfcr-l} :*rXri(ri“l) ^Xr2( r2"1)+« • • 

where r^ is the multiplicity of a point in the k^*1 neighborhood of a singular 

point or in other words, rjj is the multiplicity of the multiple point 

with distinct tangents which is given by k suitable quadratic transformations. 

Since n(n-l) idsfinite, this series must converge and this can only bccur 

if it breaks off after a finite number of terms 
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This means that a finite number of quadratic transformations is 

sufficient to reduce any singularity of an algebraic curve to a set 

of multiple points with distinct tangents and since quadratic trans¬ 

formations introduce only multiple points with distinct tangents,if 

care is taken, we see that the theorem that any curve may be transformed 

into a curve having only multiple points with distinct tangents as 

singularities by a finite sequence of quadratic transformations is 

true. 
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PROBABILITY AND POINT SET THEORY 

I INTRODUCTION 

There is one problem that the mathematical theory of probability is 

capable of handling. It may take on varied and complicated forms, but 

fundamentally it is ever the same. This problem might be stated thus* 

Knowing the individual probabilities of a certain set of events, 

find the probability of a specified combination of these events. 

The first phrase of this definition is vital. Many of the well known 

paradoxes of the theory arise when it'is ©smitted, A simple example is 

this one s 

■What is the probability that a number chosen at random between 

zero and one will be less than one half ♦ (1£)* 

By taking different meanings for the expression " at random " this 

probability may be made to take on any value between zero and one , 

In certain limiting cases the probabilities of the individual events 

may be almost arbitrary. Thus if p(x)dx is the probability that a 

number chosen at random between zero and one shall lie in the interval 

x to x+dx, we need only the restriction that p(x) be bounded to show 

that the probabilty of picking a rational number is zero. Another example 

is a roulette wheel with an infinite number of equal divisions, half red 

and half black. Here we need only have p(x) absolutely continuous. (36)? 

With any such p(x) the probability that the pointer will show red is one 

half. 

In general, however, we may suppose that in some way the individual 

probabilities are known in advance. 

*The numbers in parentheses as (12) above refer to the Bibliography 



II A "DEFINITION" OF PROBABILITY 

We will now give a definition of a certain probability. We suppose 

we have given a class M of "eyents" e to each of which is assigned a 

known weight w(e). The probability that we will define is the probability 

of the occurence of some one of the events in a subclass m^of M,that we 

have chosen. This probabilty we denote by the symbol p^m? WM(®))« We 

shall often speak of this probability as the probability of m. ( 25) 

There are certain properties that any mathematical or numerical 

probabilty must have. These ares 

1) The probabilty pjj(m; w^(e)) is a real number. 

2) If i is a null class Pj|(m; Wjj(e)) is zero. 

3) If m coincides with M p^m; w^(e)) is one. 

4) If mi and m2 are subsets of M without common elements, the 

probability of the occurrence of an event from either of the subsets mi 

or m2 is p^C m-,+ m2$ wM(e)) = p^mu wM(e)) + PM(m2; wM(e)). (26)(31) 

There is a further property of considerable interest. Suppose we 

have a compound event consisting of the occurence of an event from the 

set Mi and the occurrence of an'event from the set M2. What is the 

probability that the event, from Mi belongs to mi and the event from M2 

to m2 * We cannot give a general answer to this question, but in certain 

important cases the answer is simple. It is the product of the probability 

of mi by the probability of ra2. We shall say that the probability of the 

compound event is "multiplicative" in such a case, (27) , An instant of 

this is given by the classical " independent" events. 

We can give a definition of very wide applicability that satisfies 

the first four properties and we can find under what conditions the fifth 

property is satisfied. 



Our definition takes either of two forms 

w |p^-,wrf«)-- -TZ77,  (28) 
) Wje) dc 

or M *** 

[ vL te> A 
(3) " “j T^TÔ $»<*) (32) 

We will explain the meaning of these expressions in the three possible 

cases. 

a) M has a finite number of elements. 

b) M has a denumerable infinitude of elements. » 

c) M has a nondenumerable infinitude of elements. 

In case a), A and B both denote the ratio of the sum of the weights of the 

elements of m to the sum of the weights of the éléments of 14. We see that 

the weights are proportional to the individual probabilités of the elements. 

In case b)f/the limit of the ratios - if this limit exists- of the sums 
it 

for the finite sets and mnjy, MJJ consists of the first n elements of II 

and mn is the part of m common to M^. We notice that in neither of these 

lases is any restriction of the nature of the elements made, 
* 

In case c), the expressions A and B vary in applicability but when both 

are applicable they are equal. In A, the integrals are generalized Lsbesgue 

integrals. This expression is best suited for point sets, or sets representable 

by points. The sets M and ra may be q-dimensional point- sets, if the 

q-dimensional Lebesgue measure of M is zero, we adopt Caratheodory's notion 

of the p-dimensional measure of a q-dimensional set, (11), or Hausdorff's 

generalization of this to fractiohal dimensions. (24). We select, if 

possible, a measure that is neither zero or infinity for M. Where this is 

impossible, we leave the question unanswered. The form B is in some ways 
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better suited to abstract sets. It is the ratio of Lebesgue-Stieltjes 

integrals over the abstract set. (20).^«)is the characteristic function 

of the Bet m, that is,it is one when e belongs to m and zero elsewhdere, 

the weight of an infinitesimal subset, for point sets it isW^leli^ 

oeing the measure of the infinitesimal set. In this connection see 

Levy's " Calcul des Probabilités," p.325. 

If Wrj(e) and4^(cj are real we see that the probability defined by 

the expressions A and B satisfy the conditions a),b),c) and d). 

Ill MULTIPLICATIVE PROBABILITIES 

We, consider now under what conditions the probabilities so defined 

are multiplicative. 

In this paper the set Mi.Mg denotes the set consisting of all possible 

pair/ formed by taking one elementsfrom M-j and one from Mg, The subset 

m^.mg is formed of pairs from mq and mg. For example, if Mi and Mg are each 

the set of points on the line between zero and one and mj and mg are each 

the set of points between zero and one half, the set Mi .Mg contains the 

points in the unit square 0 -x,y ** 1 t while m-j .mg is the square 0 * x,y --g-. 

Mx MrMa 

m, 
M, 

e'. 

w^(e) is the weight of the element e of Mi, 

wM (e') is the weight of the element e’ of Mg. 

(e.e') is the weight of the element formed by the pair e and Mi .Mg' • 

Thus using form A we have _ 

b (*w.vu ’ 5 (f | x .ahiü*—!—-  

\ wM ^ lêe'yÀg 
***** 
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We wish to show that the necessary and sufficient condition that 

is *».«,!ee‘) - w '“w.te) O 
where k is a constant for alj^e'. 

We will prove this first for finite sets. Suppose Mi consists of the 

elements ©l,©2»»«»eb and Mg of the elements ©l*,©2'»•••»ef/• Then Mi .M2 

consists of the pairs ©i©i',ele2'te2el'«•••»ebel'• J^nà 

if mi consists of ©ii,©i2»..« »®ia 
911,1 m2 °* Oil ' j2* »•* * »eje'i then mi.mg 

consists of ,...teiiejff'» ei2.eH' »*--ieiQ
eii' »••• »ein

0jp'i 

u (v. . w lf.%- + f’*w^ 
,} *• w*. ce») *t) 4-* •• 

<Y*"W i .S\ r W" 

- 5,M f,u4.e:> «.awJZT/^- 

^ .l1 » - * *-< “fr’ 

Our condition is obviously sufficient and by taking mi and mg with 

a single element in each we see that/the condition is necessary. 

Case b) is the limiting case of case a) . 

Case c) is proved forW^je) andV^^O bounded and measurable 

by an application of the theorem 

ff {»*n)Ày^-£ Ç '(UXJIL* * s 
lvu,Wt) VW, ***1 

for all mi and m2 if and only if 

(29)(43) 

For form B the corresponding condition is 

(33) 



IV FIRST CATEGORY OF DENUMERABLE PROBABILITY 

Our case a) includes what Borel calls the first category in denumerable 

probability.(2) (9). That is there are a denumerable infinitude of trials 

made of an event that can occur in either of two ways. Suppose Pl,P2**»«»Pn»»»« 

are the probabilities of one of these ways- we call it the favorable one- 

occurring on the l8^, 2n<^,,..,n*^,,..trial. We suppose each p^ is different 

from one and from zero. The series • may be either convergent 

or divergent. 

We consider first the case where the series is divergent. The first 

question is: 

What is the probability that the favorable esent will never 

occur» 

On the assumption that the probability of the compound event of the 

occurrence of the event in two trials is multiplicative, we have for the 

desired probability, the limit of the probability of the event not occurring 

in the first n trials. Calling this probability A0 n , we have on the 

assumption of multiplicativity 

KV** 0- M ~ Ao,* 
As n becomes infinite this product approaches zero since the series i.* : is 

divergent. 

We now ask what is the probability of the event occurring just once 

in the first n trials. This probabilty, Ai n,we see is 

The terns in the series being the probabilitjwof the event occurring 

on the i^*1 trial and none of the others. These# are sets without elements 
5»n>e 

in common and so the probability forAone of them is the sum of the individual 

probabilities . We can rewrite Ai<n in a more convenient form. 



I- V •* A Y~ 
* <\-\oc\-wv* H-M&TTT s ^ •*. ' 

t is the limit as n becomes infinite» We see th 

A.-- b‘.« v^r 

What is the limit as n becomes infinite» We see that 

*- JL 

* ><o 
That is Aj a Ox <0 . If we assume that the p^'s are all less than 

4 M so 

-V»: 
H . -ry»: 

1 - £ , we have 

* fe: 
and since \ - A e. 

< M [t-Y-\e. 
and as n becomes infinite, the series X V, becomes infinite and the right 

hand member approaches zero. 

In the same fashion the probability that the event will occur just 

k times is zero. What then is the probability that the event will 

occur an infinite number of timesJ The probability that it will occur 

more than k times out of n trials ( k A n ) is 

\ + K-i,* +• • • • 4- 

and for any k this approaches one as n becomes infinite. Since this limit 

is independent of k, we have 

' cO * \ 

Summarizing, we have, if X |p; diverges and 1 — |p; > t 

<£> ' 
We turn now to the case where XV. converges. Kere we have 

* V- ' V-iro-w— ,A*- K. 
Consider now the series , 

' tKo C V +- T- + I- ^ PpT. )'■ *“?»■«. * 

z l ' * ,-rp)(\+ pp;V* * 

The probability that the event will occur an infinite number of times 



e> 

oO 

is 1 - S : 0 , so that for convergent 

In dealing with these limiting probabilities a probability of one 

does not denote certainty nor does a probability of zero denote impossibility, 

one means " extremely likely" and zero " extremely unlikely". 

The results established above for two alternatives are extended 

immediately to any finite number of possibilities. 

An interesting application of this is to show that there are an 

infinite number of primes. If n is greater than m, we have m possible 

remainders when n is divided by m. Assuming these equally likely, we 

have 1/m as the probability that the remainder will be zero and so 

1 - 1/m is the probability that n is not exactly divisible by m. If 

we had a finite number of primes 2,3,,.., Ip* , the probability that a 

number n greater than is exactly divisible by none of the primes is 

This expression is different from zero, but if n is greater than the 

greatest prime it can not be prime and so the probability must be zero. 

Thus the assumption that there are a finite number of primes leads to 

* 

a contradiction. (41). Anticipating the next case, we ask what is the 

probability that a number chosen at randon be a prime. The answer is 

zero since the limit of TT«*/n ( TT* being the number of primes less 

than n ).which is our definition of this probability on the assumption 

that all numbers are equally likely, is known to bp^zerop z^ro 

7 SECOND CATEGORY OF DENUMERABLE PROBABILITY 

Our case b) with a denumerable number of possibilities includésnite 

Borel's second category of andenumerable infinitude of possibilities and 

a finite number of trials. If the events are EI,E2,..« ,En,... with 



^probabilities Pi,P2*P3»..**Pn>«»« respectively,-we know that the series 

+ not only converges but has the value one. The rapidity 

of this convergence is the controlling factor in problems of this 

category. 

\7e consider this problem. We make m trials and want to find the 

probability Tm that each trial will give a different result. The 

probability that the events ,En<>,... will occur in the given 

order is K.1P**.**‘ . The total probabilty is the sum of the 

probabilities for every possible order of every set of m different object 

that is Tm m I is the number of permutations of m 

objects and the summation is to include every possible set of m indices. 

Tm thus a function of m, with a denumerable infinitude of parameters 

Pl»P2>»»» »Pn>«»« • The asymptotic behaviour of as m becomes large 

is most easily handled by the use of some results from the theory of 

integral functions. 

If (rn) is the set of absolute values of the zeros of an integral 

function, arranged in order of non-*decreasing magnitude, the order f* 

of the function is the number for which the series 

is convergent for f >0 and divergent for £ ^ o , however small ( may 

be in absolute value. 

If the function be expanded in a Taylor's series 

a0-v<x, * + • •• + Awfv- 

the rate of decrease of the coefficients depends on . If ^ is a 

number such that -j— >1°. we have for large enough values of n, 

1<U \ < • 
(4) 



Returning to our Tm’s, v/e consider the function 

4l*) s
 f l+|p»5r) ••• ( • 4 V *«*)•“ ' 

- \ * 3 x * •• ♦ KV**- 
: \ -V *T\ t ■+• • •• + • • * 

The zero of f(z) are - X- - ... --L .. we may suppose these p, i Pt.J J 
arranged with non-decreasing absolute values. The order P of f(z) i3 

0 

the number I® for which 

t Y?'c 

<0 
converges forOP and diverges for f < 0 . Since X. |p* converges , 

know that fi-\ . If o(is such that , v/e have 

we 

Tv. < 

VI THIRD CATEGORY OF DENUIJSRABLE PROBABILITY 

The other possibility in case b) is Borel's third category, that of 

audenumerable infinitude of trial, each trial having a denumerable number 

of possibilities. 

If Pnts "t*10 probability of event En occurring on the s^*1 trial , 

we have . 

)p»,> -v-v*»2-4- ••• .'.,- 

«- K,* «• • •• **“ I?** * + *' " }. 
The series + U * . .. -vU„tj • 

»o AL 
may diverge or converge. The double series^ necessarily diverges. 

The probabilities Av»,o, A*»,* ,••• Ai^oo of the event En occurring 

exactly zero, one,..,, n,...«(limes respectively are calculated as in the 

first category. They are 

- TT* C ' " jp*,») 

^ vv, 0O - O if ÎV- converges. 

= X if diverges. 



VII CONTINUOUS OR GEOMETRIC PROBABILITY 

In our consideration of the tase c), that of a non-denumerable 

infinitude of possibilities, we will confine our attention to point 

sets or to sets representable by point sets, We shall deal only with 

sets that are measurable Lebesgue, so that the probability of choosing 

a point in the subset n of the set 11 is the ratio of the two Lebesgue 

inteErals 

SKA 
We shall speak of normalized weights or elementary probabilities 

« » 
if the weighting function w^(e) is such that 

( A<r -I 
We shall speak of homogeneous weights if w^(e) is a constant. We notice 

that if the weights are homogeneous, the probabilities are multiplicative 

Moreover the probability reduces to the ratio of the measures of m and 

M. 

Thus if our problem is to determine the probability that a point 

chosen between zero and one shall lie between one third and one half, 

when v/j^Cx) is given as constant, we have M ? I ) and m ■ 

so that p„ (m;wMtx»r 
measu.r.?.j£il = 1/6. 

* * measure of II 

If the weighting function is not giben the problem will in general 

be indeterminate. A further discussion of this question and specific 

problems in the theory of geometric probabilities will be found in the 

concluding sections of this paper. 

VIII DISTRIBUTION OP THE DIGITS IN UNENDING DECIMALS 

If we make a denumerable infinitude of trials where there are q 

possibilities, we may represent the history of this experiment by a 

fraction to the base q . Thus by numbering the various possibilities 



où ^ 

0,l,2,,..*iii-l, the number JjüT t 0ib,i^would denote an experiment in 
*fch which on the n trial the event number occurred, We thus have 

a one to one correspondence between the possible experiments and the 

irrational numbers between zero and one. As anji example if there are 

two possibilities, say red yo and bl&ckki/ , we can number the event red 

0 and the event black 1, then an experiment starting /9^*v/0v',vC.-would 

be represented by O. OO I Ù 1I * • * . 

We assume that the probability of an experiment giving a sequence 

of results which is in a predicted group is equal to the measure of the 

point set representing that group. 

On this basis the probability that an experiment will give a predicted 

sequence is the measure of a point, that is zero. This means that it is 

extremely unlikely that the sequence will occur just as predicted, not 

that such a thing is impossible. 

A more interesting question is this one, IfVc*»^denotes the number 

of times the event E occurs in the first n trials and'ÇO'^is a positive, 

nondecreasing, unbounded function of n and C is a constant, what is the 

probability that - —-/lW 

^ *4 ? 

We notice thatlfajis a measurable function of et ,_«t being the point 
-/(**). . 

corresponding to a certain experiment. So if we put , we 

see that^M-1 is a measurable function. Our question then reduces to 

that of finding the measure of the set where ,«>= c. 

Changing the first r figures intA has no effect on^W) , that is 
i 

1 

has the period ■^’7” ^where r is arbitrary. But a function with 

arbitrarily small period is a constant, with cthe possible exception 

of a point set of zero measure, (10). We have then that the probability 



sought is either one or_zero. It is one for one particular value of C end 

zero for all other values. . 

An example to illustrate this is4pOM=w, c = and the hase q - 2. 

Since the two events ( 0 and 1 ) are equally likely we can prove by 

Bernoulli's theorem that given £ and V) greater than zero, an n0 exists 

so that for n > n0 , the probability that 

is greater than . Instead of the proof by Bernoulli's Theorem we 
» ' * 

give a direct and interesting proof due to Faber and Rademacher ,((19)(37), 

We construct a sequence of functions fi(x),f2(x) fn(x),... 

{,(*) - c i +cO x c< < \ 
- C l -<k) X x 

and if xi s 0, l/2
n,2/2n,...,(2n - l)/2n 

1*1 (x)   

fj,(x)  

*3<x)   

4(x)   

equal to a constant time f^(x) plus a constant, we need only investigate 

the continuity of f„(x) at. x - r/2n. 

As x approaches r/2n -0 . ^ 

and as x 
<»(£) 

approaches r/2n-*-0 , f . , y # j£_\? A -C„ ( 75.^ 

-* f* 1*0 
That isfn(x) is continuous. We see also that it is monotone, nondecreasing. 

The next consider the convergence of the sequence as n becomes infinite 



Sines forX,4* ^4**.)* we have from the definition of fn^lW 

"£*•*.*- {4«A (i-t) - ^ ) 
4
 14* (*0 -4+(*M 

Since AA the sequence is uniforaily convergent. And f(x) m ^n(x) 

is continuous and monotone nondecreasing. We next discuss its derivative 

at irrational points. If X ty^as above, ^ 

= 4’ U" t*-*a)4* <*) 

So that as we go from fn(x) to fn j(x)t the derivative is multiplied 

by ( \ •*-*) or by (A “«*0 depending on whether x is nearer x^ or x«jf that is 
*th 

on whether the (n-H) decimal place is occupied by a zero or a one. 

Thus we have ^ 

Oi\ - t » +«o *<»- 

where-^v$Ls the number of zeros in the first n places. Due to the uniformity 

of the convergence y v\- 

{'m- K'zS u+^ 

But since this product has only two types of factors it must approach 

either sero or«0 , if it approaches a definite limit. 

If this limit is zero, we have on taking logarithms 

-*> 

so that 

L;~:[<H-T^ ^^o-*A > ° 
and 

u 
v\ •*» <o VA - ^ ^7 ^ T+^t 

but given any positive £. we can choose a positive K so that 



We huve then this results 

The function f(x) fails to have a finite derivative at all 

points where ./.* 
LJm < \- £ 

But the set of points where a continuous , monotone function fails 

to have a finite derivavtive has the measure zero, we have thens 

The probability that 

Li** */, 
» -*aU v* - VU < l-C 

is zero. In exactly the same way we show that the probability that 

u ’ ' £ vt -*«0 v».V«. 

is zero. Taken together these say that the probability that 

•/ u.'- |ta.L\>£ 

W -VC0 \ W 3- \ ' C 

is one. 

For the case on numbers developed to the base q, we prove in a 

similar fashion that if V* is the number of times some particular digit 

occurs in the first n place 

L.’H* I 
*-^0 \ H 

nearljr everywhere. 

By Laplace’s formula we have ; the probability f(t,n) that the 

inequality 

will hold, approaches 

1 

JL r* e"T^r 

Or >- 

t ^ o 

(39) 

Borel calls a number developed to the base q normal to the base q 

if 
\- % ** 

M ~900 
V\ 

for each of the q digits. We showed above that nearly all numbers are 

normal to any base. A number which is normal to every base is said to 
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( ^-+ ^ + ... feL»4> + - 
V, 1 + V- 1* ‘T J q ^ n 1 

be absolutely normal, Our theorem above says that the probability" that 

a number will be normal to the base q is one, so thst if the probabilities 

that a number will be normal to the bases qi and qj are multiplicative , 

we have the probability that a number will be absolutely normal is one, 

We give here a direct proof of this due to Sierpinski. (38), 

If q ,m,n. are any integers and p - 0,1,2,,..,q-l, consider the set 

consisting of all the intervals 

a) 

where bi,b2,.*.,ba take on any of the values 0,1,2,...,q-l and satisfy 

the inequality 

t) I ^kibV"- ^ 11 * -fe 

where is the number of times the digit p occurs among bijbg,... 

,bn. A number which is not absolutely normal must lie in one of these 

intervals for some value of q,m,p and for infinitely many values of n. 

We need then only show that we can pick out a set of n's depending on 

m and q, say n_ , such that the sum of the lengths of these intervals 
iU | V£ 

for all values of p,q,m and all values of n greater than nmjq , will 

be arbitrarily small. 

The intervals a) each have the length 3/q11 , so that to get the 

sum Sq>mjn,p of the lengths of all the intervals p , we need only 

find the number of systems b^,b2,...,bn satisfying the inequality b). 

We divide the systems bi,b2,...,ba into classes, putting into the 

kth class ( k ■ 0,l,2,...,n )all the systems where 

Vj, l Y>i;bv -, JO *=* 

This requires that k of the figures be p and the remaining n-k figures 

be any of the remaining q-1 digits. The number of these systems is 



A '-K • » 

If 0(K) equals one when the inequality 

c) 1* _J_\ > J- 1 \ M 4* l ~ *A. 

is satisfied and zero when it is not, the number of systems satisfying 

the inequality b) is evidently 

£1 éHKVX (I-
1
' 

H * O 
And 

We see from its definition that 

000 £ (Any even power might be used, rather 

than the fourth, but the fourth is most convenient) 

When$(K| is zero this is obviously true and when0(R)is one it yields the 

inequality c). Putting this into the summation we have 
< z. 3 r , æ , _VA * ^,**i*,b — Trmr+T Z— ^ vv* <)' CK 

C1-,J 

/ [jzj±L 
q M *- 

Consider now a set of n's depending on m and q and an arbitrary 

positive number £ 

(£> = £.( 
6 at Z^-Vn* * 

) -1-2 

i(x) being the inetgral part of x. 

We wish to show that the set A(£Jof intervals 

«fSJ. ***% 
has a measure less than £ . 

From the inequality on S we see that S ( £ ), the measure of 
q.m.n.p ' • 

1 

is less than 
oO nO  to 

zzz 
Ui VA^^CtJ J»*0 

a.- t A to o «  

zz: rcu*i 1 ^ *.•* ur 

I 
V** 

cO C6>, But 



so that for 

VC - 41 S *4 wS2- 
7 € 

ws have 
*o_ 

< 
so that 

2.4 vufc4l 

5«o <4: fTi'f-*<c 
4 ; x. 1 **<* % 

We have then , since every number which is not absolutely normal is in A<c\ 

The measure of the numbers not absolutely normal is zero. 

The probability that a number is absolutely nomal is one. 

IX THE DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBERS MOD. ONE 

Another type of problem may be stated geometrically. On the positive 

real axis the increasing sequence is marked off. If we roll the 

axis around a circle of circumference one, what is the probability that 

the ratio of the number of marks coming in any two intervals shall 

approach the the ratio of the measures of those two intervals as the 

number of times the axis has been wrapt around the circle becomes infinite^ 

Another statement of the problem is to ask what the probability 

that the ratio of the number of 4 ‘1 irntr^hQ first n having a fractional 

part between xnand x + dx to n shall approach dx. (8)(22)(44) 

Suppose this is true. Then if f(x) is any function,integrable> 

Riemann, of period one, we have , 

Li** * ({«><** 
u -♦ oO i* % o 
# % >ir« * / x . » • 

If e(x) denotes C , we have for any integera , e(mx) is a function 

with the period one. Hence 
iii i 

Lî** -fr XI = f e IVM*J <1* =o 
W-90O ** î* » > o 

From the theory of Fourier's series we know that any f(x) of the sort 

mentioned above can be represented by 
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T Cw, ec^<) 

so that if X V °(n) is any function of n such that limit o(n)/n 
iro ' 

as n becomes infinite is zero.) for all integral values of m, the 
4 , 

numbers satisfy problem, or as it is called are uniformily dense, 

mod. one. 

Thus ±M where^ is any irrational number we have *(nmod.l uniformily 

danse. For if m is any integeris irrational, say vOç » , and we 
n »* 

have 7 €1W;) . In absolute value this geometric series is less 
«*•"-1 k>> 

•»Cl 
than 

etvp -» J" \etvp-i \ 
A case of much interest is whereof*Hardy and Littlewood prove 

that for any a, the probability that the fractional parts will be uniformily 

dense,when x is picked at random, is one. For integral values of a this 

is equivalent to the Borel theorem on absolutely normal numbers. 

Weyl shows that if^X^*** is a set of real numners that"lncreases 

fast enough” with n, the settles' x being picked at random, has a 

probability of one of being uniformily dense mod. 1, 

X CONTINUED OR CHAIN FRACTIONS 

probabilities of the 

(1)(3)(8) 
% 

the form 

An interesting problem is to determine the 

various numbers occurring in chain fractions. 

We shall study unending chain fractions of 

x = 1 ___ 
al + i  

a2 +- i  
&3* 

« 

•+ 1_ I 



We shall give without proof a few properties of continued fractions. 

The n^*1 approximation to x is 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

£tt= A  
Qn al+A  

a2x 
* • 

‘■-V 1 

®n • 

Pi a 1, Ql - al 

Pk = Pk-2 "P akPk-l 

Qk * Qk-2 + akQk-l 

Pk-iQk - PkQk-l = (-l)k 

Qk-1 Qk-2 

1 

*ak ■» lQk ak+ l‘ik 

We shall assume that the probability that x lies between x and xf dx 

is dx. We denote by pxjk the probability that a^ will equal k. We see 

thewt 2^p. s( . We have an example here of Borel's third category with a 
K»« r’* 

denumerable number of possibilities and a denumerable number of trials. 

The probability Pifk will be the measure of the set of points 

where a^ * k. As a simple example we calculate pi i. If aj a 1 , we 

must have 

J- ^ X i -J 
X 1 

The measure of this interval is and so Piti a -g-. Foi Pit2 * w9 have 

^ : 2 and 

•5 ** -i. 

So Pl.2 = V6- In Serrai p1<k = -Aj . 

In calculating pg k we have more trouble as ax can on any of 
"" *sr * 

the values 1,2,3,... and we must calculate the interval corresponding 



to each of these and take their sum. Take as an example pg^. 

For a^ = and ag ■ 1, we have 

—1  L y X  1   
1+1 “ " 1 + '/%. 

For a^ - 2 and ag ■ , we have 

~J__ L *£ J  
2+1 ~ X + ^x 

And for &i a k and &2 a 1 , we have 

~— «+ X h. —1 

K + » “ 

so that •«> 
b- t 

( _ *- - _ J_ \ = 2 1EL ( xfe" ” »*+».) 
k X*+V *1+1 1 * 

= 1 ( •• 1 -'it1*» 1-i) ' *-*1 4"' 
T/e consider the general problem of finding Pi^. Suppose ai.ag,... ja^^i 

are given and &± • k. Then x lies in the interval 

altl 
a2+ 

ai-l + k 
k 

al + i. 
a2+. 

'4.1 

®i-i + JL- 
k *1 

or 

pn-2 •*“ kPn-l 
Qn-2 + kQn_i 

pn-2 4- (^^~^)pn-l 

Qn-o + (k^ljQn-i 

The length of this interval is 

%n-2 * kP^i ^ pn-2 \ * ^)pn-l 
Ik 

l Qn-2 + Qn-2 kQn-l Qn-2 +(lt + -L)Qn^l 

(Qn-2 * kQn-2)('Qn-2 + tk+ XÏQn-1 ) 

 1  

Qn-1 ( k +-Qn-2/Qn-1 ) ( k •+! + Qn-2/Qn-l) 

The probability Pi^fc is the sum of the l^'s for all possible ai,ag,... 

And the probability Pi^ j is the sum of the ljc^ for the same ai,agf... 

where 1^ +-i is * 

Qn-1 (^*^Qn-2/Qn-l ) (k +■ 2 + Qn- 2An-l) 



Ue have 

h±l * (k + Qn-s/Q^.i) 
Xk (k+ 2 4 Qn_>>/Qn_l) 

But by property six we see that 

0 4 Qn-2/3n-l ^ 1 

and hence 

k/(k + 2)< lk+1/lk < (k+l)/(k+3) 

And since this inequality is independent of the a^a^,... a similar 

must hold for pn<k and Pn,k+ 1 * that is 

k/(k+2) < Pn.kfl /Pn,k < + $) 

In particular 

V3< Pn,2/Pn,l <2/4 

and multiplying term by term we have 

1.2.3.. 4.(k-1) ^ »X y 2.3.4...k 
3.4.5.. ..(k*l) pn>1 4,5.6...(k+ 2) 

or 

2 I Pn.k / 6 
k(k + l) N Pn<1 

s (k*l)(k+2) 

Summing for k ■ 1,2,3, we have , since X 
»»» * 

2 < VPn,l< 3 

and so 

^ Pn.k i 3k(k + lJ ' 1'n»K ^ (k + l)(k+2) for any n. 

What is the probability Qn>k that an will be greater than 

is b . -*U A • • • 

H <• 3 7; 

k î 

or 

CO 

1 

2 
3(k + 1) 

and satisfies the inequality 

*- ) 

V**W+ % 
y (V+O 

4. Qn,k i ^ 
k-V 2 

inequality 

This 
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The probability Pn^ 

TTz <**•*<■ 

that a* will not be greater than k is thus 

3k + 1 
3(k 11) 

From these we get the results that the probability that every a^ for 

n>nr - an arbitrarily assigned integer- will satisfy the inequality 

is zero. As is the probability that they will all satisfy the inequality 

problems of exactly similar type deal with the distribution of the 

digits in a table of values of some function. Fot* example, what is the 

x r. 

probability that the n* decimal place in log x will be the digit rt 

Or in general, if f(x) is a continuous function with a continuous 

inverse function, what is the probability that the n*'*1 decimal place 

in f(x) will be the digit r? It is interesting to note that the limit 

of this probability as n becomes infinite is 1/10. (7)(42) 

XI CONVERGENCE OF SERIES 

As a final example before turning to the problems in geometric 

probability, we will consider a question in the convergence of series. 

(cn) is a given sequence of numbers. The signs +• and - are 

assigned at random - that is the probability of each is one half - 

what is the probability that the resulting series will converge» 

This is equal to the measure of the set E of points «t where the 

series « 

is convergent, fn(ok ) be a sequence of functions defined by 

fn(t) » (-l)
k for k/2n L t L (k4 l)/2n 

k = 0,1,2,...,2n - 1. 



We know that the convergence of the series is independent of the 

first terms, q arbitrary, so that the parts of the set E in each of 

the intervals 

(0,1/2**), (1/2<1, 2/2q),(2/2q,3/2q) t • • • f (2<*-l/2q, 1) 

have*the same measure. That is the density of E is constant and hence it 

measure is either zero or one. The probability that the series will 

converge is thus either zero or one, that is,it is independent of the 

XXI DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS ON A UNE 

As a first problem in geometric probability we will consider this 

one. 

If the probability that a point will have an abscissa between x and 

x + dx is f(x)dx, What is the probability P0(x) that there will be no 

points between 0 and x? (3*)(21) 

The method used is isefull in many other problems, Assugdng 

multiplicativity, the probability that there will be no points in the 

interval 0 to xt dx is the product of the probability of none in 0 to x 

by the probability of none in x to x+ dx. That is 

Po(0) is obviously one. 

The next question is what is the probability of n points in the 

interval 0 to x ? To infinitesimals of the first order, ^Cl9 

sum of two probabilities, the probability of n-1 in 0 to x and one in 

x to x dx plus the ^jrobability of n in 0 to x and none in x to x dx, 

gives the probability of n in 0 to x*fdx. 

signs nearly always. (39) 

P0+dP0 = P0(l - f(x)dx) 

or 
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That is 

Pn + dPn * Pn(l - f(x)dx] + Pn-1 f(x)dx 

or 

«*- Pn *(*) = Pn-i*U) 

If we put Pn s e“*Qn , this gives 
* 

— = Qn-lf(x). 
dx 

We see that this is satified by Qn z IU/n with Q0 s 1 and Qn(0) = 0. 

XIII BERTRAND'S PARADOX 

The most famous of the paradoxes of geometric probability is Bertrand’s 

paradox. It well illustrates the necessity of knowing the elementary 

probabilities. By the use of three different définitions of randomness, 

each of which is highly plausible, three different solutions are obtainable. 

The problem reads: 

A chord is drawn at random across a circle, what is the probability 

that the length of this chord is at least as great as the length of a 

side of the incribed equilateral triangle. 

1) We may say that the midpoint of the chord is equally likely to be 

any where in the circle, because if the midpoint is given the chord is 

fixed. The favorable cases are those for which the midpoint lies within 

a concentric circle with half as great a radius. 

The probability is then the ratio of the areas of these two circles, that 

is 



2) Again, by symmetry, wa may suppose one of the points of intersection 

fixed and the other equally likely to be anywhere on the circle. The 

favorable cases here are those in which the second point of intersection 

lies in the third of the circumference opposite the first point. 

The probability here is 1/3. 

3) By symmetry, we may suppose the direction of the chord fixed, and 

the midpoint equally likely to be anywhere on the diameter. The favourable 

cases here are those in which the midpoint lies on one of the two 

middle quarters of the diameter. 

The probability here is one half. (6)(13)(17)(34) 

XIV THE PROBLEM OF MEASURE 

At the conclusion of section VII we mentioned a general assumption 

that is often sufficient to decide for us what the weighting function, 

wjj(e) should be. This assumption isj 

The probability is to be unchanged by a rigid displacement 

of the entire configuration. 

That is the probability that a pointfchosen from a segment of a- 

line, shall lie in the left hand end of the segment, is independent of 

the position of the segment. 



Another form of this assumption is: 

The probability is independent of the choice of axes. (16) 

Consider the case of a point picked at randon within a plane figure. 

Suppose we have rectangular, cartesian coordinates,x and y. UTe wish to 

determine w(x,y) so that any clmnge of axes corresponding to a rigid 

motion will leave the integral 

over an arbitrary part of the figure, unchanged. 

If we change (x,y) to (X,Y) by a translation and rotation we have 

X s a + x cos* - y sin* 

Y - b + x sin* *t y cos «< 

The condition to be satisfied is 

over any set, that is 

But 

w(X,Y) = w(x,y) 

ax 
3* 
V5_ 
ax 

WÏ) 

22 
37 

CO* << ji vv * 

VL 
37 -51 w * to* * 

--1 

So w(X,Y) - w(x,y), that is w(x,y) is a constant, so that the probability 

of picking a point within a certain subregion is the ratio of the measure 

of that region to the measure of the complete region. 

It may be instructive to see that we are led to this same result 

if we use polar coordinates. 

V/e write for the coordinates Q and r and they are change to the 

new coordinates @ and R , by the transformation 

Rcos©« a -*-rcos( ^ +-* ) 

Rsin(3) s b+*rsin( © ) 
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Hare 
3(r,e) 604 (© ^ ^ (e + ci -©) 

i-jiv.(©-e-«l "2 m C0**-®> f ' J ^ 

YYe must then have 

w( R,®) »Sw( r,0) 
r 

or 

w(, R ,. ©.), - R 
w( r, o ) r 

and w( r,®) - kr. And the probability is the ratio of the integrals 

ff r &e 
over the sets m and M, but this again is the ratio of the measures. 

In fact the conditions we have imposed are those that must be 

satisfied by a succesful definition of measure, so that the problem of 

finding probabilities is, under this assumption, reduced to that of 

finding measures, 

Y/e will consider now in a somewhat general way the problem of 

finding a function of several variables xi.xg,•«.,*» t say w(xi,X2,...,xn{ 

such that the integral 

w(xi,X2,...,xn)dxpdx2...dx„ 

is invariant undejr a certain group of transformations. This is not always 

possible. Thus if the group is the group of projective transformations 

in the plane, there is no such function. Again , the conditions may 

not be sufficiently restrictive. Thus in a discussion of '•arbitrary” 

ifta 
circles in a plane, we require three coorctaites, say a,b,r, the rectangular 

coordinates of the center and the lengthoof the radius. Here we see that 

if the group consists of rigid motions of the plane, no restriction is 

placed on the size of the circles and we get an arbitrary function of r. 
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Th© ,formulae 

*l' = fl(xi,x2,...,xn;ai,a2,...,ar) 

*n = ^11(^1 **2 » • • • »*n$®l »a2 » • • • »ar) f • • • f 

define a family of transformations with r parameters in the space(xj,... » • • • » 

If Ta is a transformation of this family with the parameters ai,..,,ar 

that sends the point M to M' and if T^, is a transformation of this family 

with parameters that sends IF to M", we say the family foras a 

group if for every set of a’s and Vs there exists a transformation Tc 

with parameters ci,...,cr given by 

ci = Sl(al>a2»«*»»arlbl»b2»***»br) 

®r s Sr(®-1 *a2 »• • • *ar>bl*b2 *• • • »br) 

We will suppose that for all values of x,a,b considered the functions 

do not vanish identically. That is,there is an inverse of each transformation 

and so a transformation T0 , that sends x to x. And if Tc = Ta4$0 sends 

x to x* -t dx* when Ta sends x to x*, there is a transformation £04-$no sending 

0 

x* to x* + dx*. This is an infinitesimal transformation. 

We consider the infinitesimal transformations 

and expressed in terms of xi,X2,..,,Xn. aol»ao2>»»»»aor are 't*1® values 

of the parameter corresponding to the identical transformation. 

The jacobian of this transformation is 

f and g are analytic and that the Jacobian3 
W "t i1*) 

^ >*».) br) 

r 



Neglecting infinitesimals of the second and higher orders this is 

I + *7 
¥e have then 

\... [ F <x4\ ••• 

and if 

= i- ftFU,*., •-•,XO*SF][|*<* 

{... f Ftv.jX,.,'-■,*„) Jx.<fx, ••■ 
is to he unchanged, this requires- to first order of infinitesimals- 

FT ♦ SF--0 
But 

AW 

so that this becomes 

» * ft 

We ap±;ly this to our point in the plane problem. 

X s a-+x cos* - y sin«< 

Y - b vx sin* 4. y cos * 

or in our present notation 

xi* = al 4X1 cos a3 -xo sin a3 

x2' a a2 +X1 sin a3 +■ x2 cos a3 

For the identical transformation we have 

aol a ao2 = ao3 = 0 

and 

t - ( - - , w c&i * » . - c ). -- - x. 
àx. 

V s o I 

So F must satify the three equations 
. tx, -- 

9/* 

. 3F 

ir. IF^„) -b (^1.») -D ~ ‘ixt* ** 1 
The solution of these is F a a constant as above. 



XV RANDOM UN3S IN A PLANS 

As an application of the preceding section we will show that with 

the assumption there made, the measure of the number of random lines 

crossing a closed convex curve should be taken as the length of the 

curve, (15) 

Accepting for a minute this definition of measure for random lines 

we ask what solution this gives to Bertrand's problem. The favorable 

cases here are those in which the chord cuts a concentric circle with 

half as great a radius. 

The probability is then the ratio of the lengths of these two circles, 

that is one half. 

To prove this we consider the line 

ux +vy 4-1 ■ 0, 

The coordinates of this line are (u,v). TCe wish to find an F(u,v) so 

that rigid motions of the plane leave the expression F(u,v)dudv unchanged, 
/ 

These transformations changed x and y to X and Y by the formulae 

X a a + x cos«( -y sin< 

Y = b -t-x sin«(+-y cos«i 

The infinitesimal transformations corresponding to these are 

X = X4$ a , X = x , X - x -y £ «( 

Y = y . , Y = y 4 %\> ,Yay4xU 

If we write the transformed line as 

UX + VY + 1 a 0 



we see that these correspond to the transformations 

U a u +uHa 

V s T + UT ia 

So that the equations 

b 

,U a u + uv & b 

,V a V ♦ V
2
 i b 

become 

2) 

3) 

t 

-V (_Fx.v^ = O 

3 F -» 

^.tFuv) * Ivlf»*’ *® 

|g.-Fv) » h ( f 

af if .or . or _ A 
-V Ü + «■ S* 2 

From 3) we see that F(u,v) a q (u + v2) 
r 

3 cp -t- C w-x-f V*-) Ÿ* ' ° 

that is F(u,v) = 

( u2+v2 ) 
3/T 

U - u - v 

V a V+ 

and 1) or 2) gives 

In the form 

xcosO-ry sin 0 -p - 0 

F(u,v) dudv reduces to dpdo . So that this is the value of the measure 

our assumption requires. 

Consider now the measure of the set of lines cutting a fixed line 

of length 1*. Since the choice of axes has no effect on the answer we 

may take the line to be the segment 0 to L on the real axis. 

and that p goes from 0 to Lcos © 
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Consider a closed, cony«)>o polygon of length L.The sum of the 

measures of the lines cutting the sides is 2L, but each line -with a 

finite number of exceptions- cuts exactlÿ two sides, and so is counted 

twice. The measure of the lines cutting a polygon of length L is then L. 

By increasing the number of sides idefinitely, we may approximate as 

closely as we desire to any closed,rectifiable, conv*»fc curve. We may 

then established the desired theorem that the measure of the number of 

lines cutting a closed , coneeeT* poujryen is the length of that pcunfen, • 

XVI BUFFON'S NEEDLE PROBLEM 

We can apply this principle to the most famous of all geometric 

probability problems, Buffon*s needle problem. 

The problem is* 

A floor of infinite extent is covered by an infinite number 

of parallel straight lines, equally spaced, A needle whose length is less 

than the spacing of the lines is thrown on the floor, what is the 

probability that it will fall across one of the lines* (5}(14)(18)(30)(35)(40) 

If the length of the needle is L and the spacing is a, we can state 

an equivalent problem, • 

A line of length L lies entirely within a circle of diameter a, what 

is the probability that a random line cutting the circle will cut the line* 

iu 
From our principle, we have directly the answer, that is the 

ratio of the measures of the lines cutting the line and the circle. 

An immediate generaliztion is to replace the needle by a closed, 

convene curve of length 2L and diameter less than a. 
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